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Charge and Outline
For this talk

Service to the community:
Review the inputs submitted to the EPPSU, and take into
account these submissions in the preparation of their
presentation.

Inputs and landscape

Identify what are key technologies to develop in order to
address HEP future needs

Key technologies and R&D

Identify most promising R&D areas

Common infrastructures

Discuss how the required R&D activities should/can be
supported and coordinated
Identify tools, platforms, common infrastructures and
test facilities required to carry out the required detector
R&D.

Coordination and support
Build on preceding presentations:
An R&D overview talk without discussion of
past highlights, future requirements, emerging
technologies and spin-offs… 🤔 🙇
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Input Received
Documents Submitted for the ESPPU, and More
36 documents with reference to detector development
Many emphasise the feasibility of proposed
experiments, highlighting previous accomplishments
for example ILC related submissions

In addition I benefited enormously from discussions
with my colleagues and advisors

Most relevant with broad perspective:

In particular at recent AIDA-2020 meetings

16: CERN strategic R&D programme

A big Thank You !

68: ECFA detector panel report on community survey
Other submissions pointing out R&D directions:
e+e- experiments: CLIC, CEPC and SCT
High rates and radiation: LHCb, TauFV, KLEVER
MAPS for Heavy Ions: ALICE, NA60+
Physics Beyond Colliders: SHIP, LDMX,..
Gas detectors: RD51
Cryogenic detectors: Darkside, DARWIN
Neutrino near and far: CENF, DUNE
Quantum sensors: APS, MAGIS
I will certainly fail to do justice to all - apologies!
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Changed Landscape
Painted with a Broad Brush
Roadmap 2014: clear directions, e.g. for AIDA-2020

The chart in 2019: Directions - see Lucie Linsen’s talk
e+e- Higgs factories, linear or circular
requirements are different from HL-LHC: thin trackers, compact
calorimeters - and not yet everywhere met
but still synergies, e.g calorimeter granularity, fast timing
Hadronic colliders
big steps for FCC required: rate, radiation, scale
but interesting medium-term challenges to bridge the gap,
ALICE, LHCb LS4 upgrades, PBC experiments beyond colliders
Cryogenic detectors and neutrinos
Dark Matter searches - synergies with DUNE
Near Detector R&D: infrastructures for low energies
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Key Technologies and
Promising R&D
Vertical and Horizontal - see also Francesco Forti’s plenary talk

Silicon Detectors
For Tracking and Vertexing

Silicon-Based Vertexing and Tracking
!

sds!

!

Low!mass,!pixelated,!radiaLon!hard!detector!are
needed!for!the!LHC!experiments,!ILC,!CLIC,!muo
collider,!B!and!tau!factories!and!Rare!Decay!
experiments!to!arrive!at!the!physics!!

!

Goal:!!
– Low!cost!large!area!detectors!(industry)!!
– High!granularity!!
– LowZmass,!low!power!! Monolithic

!

Challenges:!!
– radiaLon!hardness:!>!2!1016!neq/cm2!inner!la
– high!rate:!!~!10!MHz/mm2!inner!layers!

Follow both Hybrid and Monolithic CMOS approaches
CMOS-MAPS, HV-CMOS< HR-CMPS, SOI-CMOS,…
High resolution / low material - high rates / high radiation
difficult to fulfil all at once
Add timing: "4D trackers”
LGAD and 3D sensors, monolithic LGADs

Hybrid
Depleted!Hybrid!Pixels!

20 µm Si
Highly competitive community - but many common issues
Basic understanding - design principles, materials

!

Model building, simulation and TCAD tools

!

Chip and wafer interconnection
Read-out for characterisation and test
System integration challenges: cooling, power, connectivity

Monolithic!AcLve!Pixel!Sensors!!
!!!!!!(MAPS)!

Two!key!technologies:!
FCC-hh
– Hybrid!pixel!detectors!!
– Monolithic!AcLve!Pixel!Sensors!(MAPS)!!

Lepton'Photon*2015,*Ljubljana,*August*17*'*22,*2015***''*M.*Demarteau*

Share expensive submissions
Relationships with foundries (LF, TJ, ams)
Strong synergies with other fields, e.g. photon science
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2.2 Silicon modules

Highly granular, of course, and 5D

ESPPU input, ID=42, 75

Calorimeters

The HGCAL requires approximately 27 000 silicon detector modules to be assembled and installed in its electromagnetic (CE-E) section and part of the hadron (CE-H) section. A CE-E
module is a stack of components, as shown in Fig. 2.6: (i) baseplate, (ii) Kapton-gold sheet, (iii)
silicon sensor, and (iv) the printed circuit board (PCB), labeled the hexaboard, with front-end
electronics. All of these components have roughly the same area as the sensor.

Si pad diode and SiPM-on-Tile technologies
prime example for LC LHC synergies - and for the long timelines
particle flow driven: enabling, but not blue-sky

MATHUSLA, long-lived particles produced at LHC
Measurement of a displaced vertex, at ~100 m from IP
Detector:
Surface 100×100 m2, 20 m height, 5 tracking layers
O(cm) spatial resolution, O(ns) time resolution
Both RPC and scintillator considered
Main detector challenge:
Very large surface at low cost

MPPCs

100 m

Implementation in CMS HGCAL will teach important lessons
cooling, electronics integration - still to be transferred & compactified
Gaseous alternatives in synergy with muon-oriented R&D
Directions:
More near-term applications:
e.g. LDMX (PBC) DUNE Near Detector ECAL,..
Optimise timing:“5D calorimetry”

ESPPU input, ID=42, 36

also for Higgs factories, linear or circular

CALICE SiPM-on-Tile

CMS Si Hexaboard module

LDMX@eSPS, Light Dark Matter eXperim
Measurement soft recoiling electron wi
A study of mechanical mockups of 8” modules demonstrates that the module is pressed onto
Figure 2.6: CE-E silicon module, showing stacked layers.

the cooling surface by the differential cooling of the differing material layers, improving thermal contact. Calculated stresses on the module were found to be three orders of magnitude
below the point at which breakage would occur.

•
•

High-precision tracking
Highly granular ECAL, with ~50 ps ti

We have been using 6” modules (i.e. modules produced using sensors manufactured on 6”
wafers) for prototyping and for measurements in test beams. Figure 2.7 shows a completed 6”
module.

Detector requirements overlapping with
• e+e- colliders for the
trackingND
DUNE
The baseplate has precise reference holes for precision assembly and placement onto the casLDMX
settes. For the CE-E the baseplate material is a sintered WCu
metal matrix composite.
• The
HL-LHC (CMS HGCAL) for calorimetr
copper provides excellent thermal conductivity (TC), the tungsten reduces the coefficient of
thermal expansion (CTE) to align it more closely with that of the silicon, and together they
form a short radiation-length material that is a significant component of the CE-E absorber. For
Granada
symposium 2019
the CE-H modules, the baseplate material is high-TC carbon fibre. ItLinssen,
serves similar
purposes
except that it does not contribute significantly to the CE-H absorber material.

silicon, scintillator, hybrid solutions: assist particle flow and weighting
Higher granularity for more classic technologies:
Highly Granular Liquid Argon: one of the few rad-hard options
finely segmented electrodes and high density feed-throughs, timing

The WCu baseplates are specified to have uniform thickness of 1.40±0.03 mm, with faces that
are flat to within ±50 µm.

ultimately: cryogenic electronics for the front end
“Particle-flow friendly" dual read-out
with longitudinal segmentation
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3) Fibre development; scintillation mechanisms, light yield and transport, new cost effective
fabrication techniques, new activation and wavelength shifting mechanism (dopants) and, last but
not least, radiation resistance.
Conceptual fibre tracker studies (1) will be performed in the collaborations and do not require resources
from this R&D programme. Progress in photodetectors (2) will profit from enormous efforts in
numerous projects in HEP (e.g. calorimetry) and other domains, e.g. medical imaging, biomedical and
automotive applications and will therefore not be specifically pursued in this R&D programme.
However, improvements of the fibres themselves is very specific and would be of great interest also for
light-based calorimeters.

Optical readout
Tracking, Calorimetry, Particle ID.
Sci-Fi trackers
light yield and speed of fibres, production techniques
Multiple read-out calorimetry
idea: separate electromagnetic hadronic and neutron
components of particle showers
novel optical materials and coupling schemes
Ring-imaging Cerenkov detector, e.g. for LHCb
TOF and TOP detectors
radiators, mirrors, mechanics, cooling

NOL scintillator
Figure 14: Schematic of the NOL principle. While in a standard organic scintillator (left) energy is transferred from the activator
to the wavelength shifter molecules by radiative processes, the two molecules are joined by a silicon link. This allows for a more
efficient non-radiative energy transfer.

We therefore
propose to concentrate mostly on specific fibre developments and address the items
MPPCs for HGCAL Neutral Irrad.
Studies

see comprehensive report from D. Lomidze

mentioned in point (3). Such developments rely on tight cooperation with a very limited number of fibre
producers available today (only two) and specialised research institutes in the domain of polymers and
organic photonics. Such co-operations were established in the context of the LHCb SciFi project and
already led
results [11]. CERN has dedicated labs and equipment as well as the expertise required for
(circulated
bytoFelix)
this activity.

Type

S13190A promising
direction is theS13615development of so-called Nanostructured-Organo-silicon-Luminophores
(NOL) scintillators,
1015 shown in Figure
102514, which have demonstrated higher light yield and faster decay
time than conventional fibres. Questions like long-term stability and radiation tolerance need to be
pixel size [um]
15 rewarding goal
25 is the simplification and hopefully cost reduction of scintillator tile
addressed. Another
and fibre production by using 3D printing techniques. The main challenge is the preservation of the
N pixels
4292
1584
optical performance and geometrical precision.

TORCH

Fast timing photo-detectors and electronics
SiPMs: pushing the radiation tolerance frontier

Crystals

many suppliers -but only few with flexibility and mass
production capability
LAPPDs (Large Area Picosecond Photodetectors
(MCPs))
Neutrino experiments, synergies with other disciplines

Vbd [V]
#

~64

~52

Given the time scale of the envisaged LHCb upgrade in LS4 and the overall resource situation, we
continuation of the42
NOL development and a proof of principle of the fabrication of single
! [ns] propose the
27.5
fibres and fibre arrangements (e.g. a 10 x 10 cm2 x-y matrix) by 3D printing. We expect these
samples developments
12to happen in the11
shadow of ongoing work in the LHCb SciFi project and to require a
minimal financial support.

A

20x20 cm2

Strategic R&D Programme on Technologies for Future Experiments
A

CERN EP Department

B
Rq
15 um

Erika.Garutti@desy.de
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! = 27.5 ns

SiPM, TSV package

2 /14

LAPPD
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Gas Detectors
Still going strong
Large volume trackers for ILC, CEPC, FCCee

QA: Leopard scanning system for
Main effort is in large area detectors for muons
THGEMs/GEMs
novel read-out structures for TPCs (MPGD, pixels, SiPMs)

GAS DETECTORS

and - with 2D segmentation - for hadron calorimetry

size prototype
MPGDs (Micromegas, GEMs,Large
µRWELL,..)
and RPCsof optical / gain scanning, high resolution
Major topics - progress needed:
resistive surfaces, charge sharing, timing
industrialisation. scaling
novel technologies, e.g. additive production
eco-friendly gases for RPCs and MPGD
Many common interests
characterisation, electronics
simulation and modeling

Us
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Cryogenic detectors
Neutrinos, Dark Matter - and Calorimeters
protoDUNEs
Cryogenic detectors
Synergies DUNE and Dark Matter Searches
also: gas detectors, calorimeters
Only first DUNE (Single Phase) in
production mode
Dual phase and further R&D on-going
Continue protoDUNE operation
Very large infrastructure effort

warm

Topics
shielding
purity monitoring

DARWIN

very High Voltage
cryogenic photo-detectors
cryogenic electronics

cold
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Electronics: Integrated Circuits

RD53A

RD53A

No electronics, no detector.
High load on few developer groups, strong role of CERN

Chip size: 20.066 x 11.538 mm2
400x192

and currently driving the HL-LHC detector upgrade schedules
Large investments - and increasing for new, smaller feature sizes
increase speed and reduce power - inevitable anyway, driven by industry
Next step:

HGCROC

• Submitted on 31st August 2017
• First diced chips received in Bonn 06.12.2017
• > 50 chips loaded on PCBs and under test

65 -> 32 nm for tracking 130 -> 65 nm for calorimetry & timing
collaborative tools, IP blocks, common submissions (CERN)

CMS Pixel Electronic meeting

14 March 2018

2

F.Loddo, INFN-Bari

Community building and support

FinFET at 22 nm and below
Rad-hardness
analogue challenges

Planar
channel
gate

n+

simulation and modeling

n+ source

assembly (e.g. TSVs)

p-well

drain

fully-depleted
body

p-well tie

NMOS

FinFET
n+ drain

n+ source

STI

STI
p-well

p-substrate
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p-substrate

p-well tie

from K. Fischer – Intel -

Next-to-next technology evaluation

Low-k Interconnect Stack with multiple-layer gap…, IITC Conf. 2015

there are many smaller ASIC projects - provide central design support

What is more important: Transistors or wi

Metal

Pitch [nm]

0

56

1

81

2

73

3

76

4

80

..
11

A 14 nm FINFET process metal stack
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1000

Mechanics: Structures and Cooling
Samples from IFIC/HLL-MPG
Low tech - not at all.

New materials - lowest mass structures

Thin Silicon
samples designed
by IFIC Valencia
and produced at
HLL-MPG to be
tested in Oxford

trackers, of course, but also thin cryostats
expand large structures
Advanced cooling
Airflow

Ap
bac

integrated design and FSI diagnostics

MCC for CMOS

Micro-channel cooling

LOx cryotank

for micro-structures CMOS post-processing
High performance - low temperature
CO2 for hadronic environments
TFM = 1 !!! Only 100 mm
of silicon between
heat
automated
handling
source and heat sink

New topic:
for
highly irradiated environments
Low-pressure roomtemperature mono-phase
cooling: FE simulation
agrees within 10%

Disk assembly and
initial characterization
ongoing in Valencia

Integrated cooling in all-Si
ladder
telescope backplane

CF-honeycomb disk

M
Di
Ov

Ultra-thin CF – honeycomb
sandwich produced at INTA
(M. Frövel, M. de la Torre)

At
is C

CMOS connector
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CMOS compatible post-processing at the
die level demonstrated in a fully functional
all-Si
CMOS
100 mm thick device

structure
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M. Boscardin et al., Silicon buried channels for pixel detector cooling, Nuclear Instruments
C. Lipp, Approaches for the fabrication of silicon buried channels for the thermal managem

Liquid flows and the chip’s electrical

Consciously not Covered
But equally important strategic developments

Optical links
higher rates and radiation levels
opto-electronics, silicon photonics
very specialised expertise, (almost) exclusive role of CERN
Detector magnets
very specialised expertise, almost exclusive role of CERN
NB:
Community needs a 4T magnet in the test beam
Software
Dedicated session on software and computing tomorrow
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Blue-Sky R&D

Preserve the innovative potential

E

tion of the Skipper output stage can be found in [11].
The CCD is divided into four rectangular regions of
1500
2063⇥433 pixels, each of which is read by an independent
amplifier possessing a distinct readout design. The most
1000
important di↵erence between the readout designs tested
is the size of the floating gate. Smaller floating gates 500
have smaller capacitance and higher gain, but can be

Long time scales - room for unconventional
approaches
CCD detector
Inspiration from neighbouringThe
fields
- and industry
detector studied here is a p-channel CCD fabricated on high resistivity (⇠10 k⌦ cm) n-type silicon that
Example Quantum Sensors
was https://arxiv.org/abs/1803.11306
fully depleted at a substrate voltage of 40 V. The sen-

RG
OG
SG
H3
H2
H1

Wireless read-out

MR
M1
floating gate
sense node

Vdd

Vvideo
DG

0

1

a

30

RL
20

Vdrain

of the Skipper CCD are collected in Table I. To reduce

0

775

776

777

778

779
Charge [e ]

FIG. 1.
Single-electron charge resolution using a Skipper
FIG. 2. Simplified diagram of the Skipper CCD output stage.
CCD with 4000 samples per pixel (bin width of 0.03 e ). The
H1, H2 and H3 are the horizontal register clock phases. MR
measured charge per pixel is shown for pixels with low-light
is a switch to reset the sense node to Vref . M1 is a MOSFET
level illumination (top) and stronger illumination (bottom).
in a source follower configuration. Due to its floating gate,
Integer electron peaks can be distinctly resolved in both
regimes contemporaneously. The peak at 0 e has rms noise
the Skipper readout performs a non-destructive measurement
of 0.068 e rms/ pix while the peak at 777 e has rms noise of
of the charge at the SN.
2

Wireless powering
Instrumented SC solenoids

Format
Pixel S
Thickn
Operat
Numbe
Dark C
Readou
Readou
Readou

2
Charge [e ]

40

10

synergies with quantum computing
the number of electrons promoted to the silicon conduc"Crazy ideas":

Vref

sor is 200 µm thick and composed of 15 µm⇥15 µm square

current push in the US and UK
pixels arranged in a 4126 ⇥ 866 array. The characteristics
tion band by thermal fluctuations (“dark current”), the
sensor is operated at low temperatures. Here we operate
the sensor at 140 K, but this could be lowered to ⇠ 100 K
before charge-transfer efficiency is significantly reduced.
As we discuss further below, the dark current may be
the limiting factor for some applications though signifi-

Charac

0

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION

Entries

regimes contemporaneously. The peak at 0 e has rms noise
of 0.068 e rms/ pix while the peak at 777 e has rms noise of
0.086 e rms/ pix. The Gaussian fits have 2 = 22.6/22 and
2
= 19.5/21, respectively. The two measurements demonstrate the single-electron sensitivity over a large dynamical
range.

Skipper CCD: arXiv: 1706.00028
single electron sensitivity for lowest signals

0.086 e rms/ pix. The Gaussian fits have
= 22.6/22 and
2
= 19.5/21, respectively. The two measurements demonstrate the single-electron sensitivity over a large dynamical
range.

The upp
a simila

cant inve
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the dum
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charge pa
first sam
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packet in
erence vo
the RG.
charge p
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2063⇥43
amplifier
importan
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TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
CCD detector

Strength of our community is to unite behind common strategies
incremental innovation is often enough - and focussed
Need both - strike the right balance
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The detector studied here is a p-channel CCD fabricated on high resistivity (⇠10 k⌦ cm) n-type silicon that
was fully depleted at a substrate voltage of 40 V. The sensor is 200 µm thick and composed of 15 µm⇥15 µm square
pixels arranged in a 4126 ⇥ 866 array. The characteristics
of the Skipper CCD are collected in Table I. To reduce
the number of electrons promoted to the silicon conduction band by thermal fluctuations (“dark current”), the
sensor is operated at low temperatures. Here we operate
the sensor at 140 K, but this could be lowered to ⇠ 100 K
before charge-transfer efficiency is significantly reduced.
As we discuss further below, the dark current may be
the limiting factor for some applications though signifi-
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Common Infrastructures:
Facilities, Tools, Platforms

Facilities
A European Network.

Test beams: CERN, DESY, Frascati
indispensable, in particular for system aspects
Irradiation facilities - across Europe
neutrons, photons, in-situ test beams

Hamburg

Characterisation facilities - new
electromagnetic interference , ion beams
CERN neutrino platform
protoDUNEs, - and a low-energy test beam line
EC-funded transnational access was a big success

2.1 Scientific issues: Activities Zaragoza
Belle II –SVD EMC test campaign

New solutions for the future required
Instrumentation and support for all of the above
e.g. beam instrumentation needs to keep pace with increasing
performance demands
Next: timing reference, clock distribution, state-of-the art position sensors
User support staff

……….and mid-scale prototypes can be tested too.
This project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant agreement No 654168.
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Tools, Platforms, Standards
Infrastructure = common interest

EIDET telescope

Successes from EUDET, AIDA, AIDA-2020 and R&D collaborations
see also Didier Contardo’s talk
Some examples:
TCAD libraries for CMOS and Hybrid pixel sensor design
Sensor design guidelines, based on efficiency and radiation tolerance
Common ASIC development despite different pixel matrix sizes
TSV processes - with industrial partners
FPGA firmware IP blocks - not yet
Test installations: optical fibres, photo-sensors, precision mechanics,
gas detector qualification,…
Common test beam DAQ - LC and LHC

CMS

CALICE

Monitoring frameworks, telescope reconstruction
Standards: micro-channel cooling connectors, synchronisation and
trigger protocols, sensor and ASIC design kits
and Much More
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Coordination
and Support

Neutrino Physics
17
Nuclear Physics
19
Particle Physics
72
The affiliations of 2900 FTEs are distributed as in Fig. 2.
Other branches of fundamental
physics
12 research centres
A Look at Our Community
working
for national Institutes, public
Other
8
>100
700 replies - Today's typical HEP detector person

ECFA Survey

2: student,
Major branches of Physics in which detector R&D is performed normalised to the number of peo
• is a staff physicistTable
or PhD
responded to the survey (multiple answers possible).
• affiliated with a university or national lab,
• involved with an experiment,
• funded by national agencies or home institute,

The affiliations
of 2900
FTEs are distributed as in Fig. 2. The affiliation “other” mainly includes rese
• neighbouring activities:
astro- or nuclear
physics,
working for national Institutes, public research centres and private companies.

• works on semi-conductor trackers,
• is interested in FE ASICs (65 nm),

• involved in beam or radiation tests,

Fig. 2: Affiliations of FTEs.

• believes that precision timing is the far most promising R&D,

Fig. 3:
experim

• and sees career perspectives for R&D experts in tertiary sector or industry
- but not research.

Fig. 3 shows the FTEs involvement in research activities
(ATLAS, ALICE, …) or in other organisations.

In general, positive feedback on R&D collaborations and EC initiatives

With focus moving from HL-LHC to future projects: need to strengthen
R&D consortia - and establish new ones - while preserving expertise
Only some 300 respondents out of the 616 who state
and working relationships developed in ATLAS, CMS, …
percentage of time that they invest in R&Ds. Results ar

Fig.
Affiliations
of Sefkow
FTEs. | May 14, 2019
Detector R&D for Future
HEP2:Experiments
| Felix
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Fig. 3: Percentage of FTEs working within consortia,

R&D Collaborations
Past, and Future
The merits of pooling resources and avoiding duplication
see once more Didier Contardo’s talk for an appraisal
Note that they are evolving in scope quite flexibly, e.g. CALICE
Task sharing vs. competitive prototyping
uniqueness vs redundancy, funding (dis-)continuity
Synchronise of TRLs with proof-of-principle prototypes
build the community and train the next generation

The
effo

Possibilities for future ones:
CMOS: AIDA-2020 made a start, but there is more potential

The C
→ op

Mechanics: liaise with Forum for Tracker mechanics
Extension of RD53 towards 32 nm
Some challenges
Engage with world-wide (non-European) community

RD50
RD51
RD53

The f
→ gro

The e
→ rev

Integrate R&D not targeted at CERN-hosted projects

Coor

Funding ups and downs
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EC-funded Projects
AIDA-2020 and Follow-up

Integrating Activities since 2006
increasing level of integration

All have strong leverage on matching fund
AIDA-2020: 2015-2020
39 beneficiaries from 19 countries
EC funds 10 M€, total budget 29.8 M€
Unique in establishing coherence at European level
Subsidiary approach to coordination
build on existing structures where possible
New Call in Horizon 2020
Innovation Pilot for Detectors
Expected budget 10 M€
Deadline for submission March 17, 2020
Call for Expressions of Interest this week
Open community meeting CERN September 4
Complementary to ATTRACT
no double-funding
Detector R&D for Future HEP Experiments | Felix Sefkow | May 14, 2019
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Talent Management
Some personal remarks

Detector (system) prototyping is an excellent
training ground for young particle physicists
not only detectors - as evidenced by feedback
Internally, we under-sell the intellectual
challenges - and pleasures - of detector
development
University education, PhD requirements
Externally, we under-sell the technological
dimensions of particle physics
Outreach and public relations
Both aspects are fundamentally related to the
deficit in recognition and career opportunities
for instrumentation physicists
and engineers (!)
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EDIT-2020
Excellence in Instrumentation Technologies
School for advanced PhD and young postdocs
Lectures and hands-on courses, including test beam
Under the auspices of ICFA
February 17-28, 2020 @ DESY
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Summary
and Conclusions

Drawing a strategic R&D road-map at this point is challenging
Future course of the field is just emerging
Maybe no map yet - but a compass: directions are clear
The goals are known - and the challenges are not small
Continued funding - and the efficient use of resources - are critical
Near-and medium term projects play an important role
Ensure an efficient link between experiments and R&D groups
Community is mature and well organised
Established successful collaborative structures
Continue to be open-minded towards “blue sky” research
Inspirations from neighbouring fields and industrial partners - Cinzia Da Vià’s talk
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Summary
and Conclusions

Drawing a strategic R&D road-map at this point is challenging
Future course of the field is just emerging
Maybe no map yet - but a compass: directions are clear
The goals are known - and the challenges are not small
Continued funding - and the efficient use of resources - are critical
Near-and medium term projects play an important role
Ensure an efficient link between experiments and R&D groups

The most effective means to
preserve a healthy R&D community
is a clear perspective on future projects.

Community is mature and well organised
Established successful collaborative structures
Continue to be open-minded towards “blue sky” research
Inspirations from neighbouring fields and industrial partners - Cinzia Da Vià’s talk
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